G2 recognizes
VirtualBox as the
Leader in the Winter
2022 Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure Report.
Open-source virtualization software with
vibrant community participation, combined
with Oracle development and support.

See why customers
love VirtualBox!
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*The Grid® Report for Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) | Winter 2022 is based off of scores
calculated using the G2 Grid® algorithms from reviews collected through November 23, 2021.

Review Star
Breakdown

96%
of users rate
Oracle VirtualBox
4.0 or 5.0 stars

Satisfaction Score
VirtualBox

93
Fusion

76

Workstation Pro

62

VirtualBox is one of the best solutions
for virtualized environments. It is an open
source software and a powerful tool to test
the deployment of any new operating system
and applications. In addition, it works on
virtually all operating systems...
- G2 Reviewer, 4.5 stars

Product Direction
VirtualBox

89%
Workstation Pro

Fusion

86%
80%

As its name, Virtual Box, Virtualizes almost
all operating systems. It has a great feature
of switching mouse and keyboard between
the main OS and the virtual OS. Unlike other
Virtual machines which cost very high, Virtual
Box is free to download and can be used in
any operating system.
- G2 Reviewer, 4.5 stars

Ease of Setup
VirtualBox

91%
Workstation Pro

Fusion

87%
85%

What I like the most about Virtual Box
is being able to create several virtual
machines with different operating systems
within my host computer. It is very easy to
use and it is also free. It has nothing to envy
to other solutions like VmWare. In addition,
it is possible to create several virtual
machines with different operating systems,
either for practice or tests, or to have them
in production running in a real way.
- G2 Reviewer, 5.0 stars

Likely to Recommend
VirtualBox

90%
Workstation Pro

Fusion

88%
88%

I like how easy it is to fire up the machine
and go about my testing procedures for
our software. The VirtualBox behaves
exactly as a Windows machine on my mac,
and it saves me form having to purchase
windows hardware to carry out my tests.
- G2 Reviewer,
Computer Software industry, 5.0 stars
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Data was sourced from the Winter 2022 Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) Grid® Report
G2, the world’s leading business solution review platform, leverages more than 1 million user reviews to drive better
purchasing decisions. Business professionals, buyers, investors, and analysts use the site to compare and select the
best software and services based on peer reviews and synthesized social data. Every month, nearly 3 million people
visit G2’s site to gain unique insights. G2 aims to bring authenticity and transparency to the business marketplace.
For more information, go to G2.com.

